
OUR CRUISE A GIANT SUCCESS! 

As  

You will recall, included in the 1st Canadian IP was a cruise aboard the Miss 

Midland on Georgian Bay, cruising among some of the 30,000 Islands!!  We 

began boarding at 17:15 at the Midland dock.  Our caterer, ELM moved the 

food on board at about the same time.  Our hot dinner was slated for 18:30 > 

and was it good!!  ELM served Lasagne and Turkey Pot Pie for the main course 

and a superlative plate of desserts!!  Coffee and Tea were also served.   

Prior to departing, the Music began.  The Music turned out to be a highlight > 

at least for those on the lower level. Those on the upper level were not able to 

hear due to a malfunction.  However; we should tell you that the enjoyment 

was not limited to the lower deck of the Miss Midland.  Our sources tell us that 

Henry Strong provided the entertainment on the upper level!!   

Our Musicians for the cruise were: On quitar and fiddle from Moonstone ON we 

had Merv Bell;  on Harmonica from Penetanguishene ON we had Allan Pipher;  

on guitar from the Head of St Margaret’s Bay in Nova Scotia we had David 

Earle;  on ukulele  also from the Head of St Margaret’s Bay in Nova Scotia we 

had Glenna Earle;  on just about everything else, from Penetanguishene  ON 

we had Louis Lefaive; and from Barrie ON on trumpet, we had the consummate 

entertainer, our leader, Trumpeter Bob Read.  Bob did an outstanding job of 



keeping the show on track with the right balance of humour, and song 

variety!!!  His audience ate it up.    

To see Glenna and Trumpeter Bob in full form at the mike, check the top pic!!  

The 2nd pic is another of Glenna, a la Anne Murray, performing with the other 

talented member of the Earle family, that would be husband David on the left, 

and on the right, is harmonica player Alan Pipher.  It was obvious that Alan 

absolutely loved playing the harmonica and the audience appreciated it just as 

much!!  Thanks to each and every one of them!!   
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